Diamond's nitrogen vacancy (NV) center is an optically active defect with long spin coherence times, showing great potential for both efficient nanoscale magnetometry and quantum information processing schemes. Recently, both the formation of buried 3D optical waveguides and high quality single NVs in diamond were demonstrated using the versatile femtosecond laser-writing technique. However, until now, combining these technologies has been an outstanding challenge. In this work, we fabricate laser written photonic waveguides in quantum grade diamond which are aligned to within micron resolution to single laser-written NVs, enabling an integrated platform providing deterministically positioned waveguide-coupled NVs. This fabrication technology opens the way towards on-chip optical routing of single photons between NVs and optically integrated spin-based sensing. a) These authors contributed equally to this publication
Diamond's negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center is a point defect consisting of a nearest-neighbor subsitutional nitrogen atom and a lattice vacancy. These optically active defects have long room temperature spin coherence times, making them promising for nanoscale magnetic field sensing 1 and for quantum information processing systems 2 .
An integrated photonics platform in diamond would be beneficial for quantum computing based on optically entangled NVs interacting via optical waveguides, as well as NV-based optically detected spin sensing application, due to the integration and stability provided by monolithic optical waveguides 3 .
Waveguides and other planar photonic structures in diamond have previously been demonstrated within membranes produced using ion implantation assisted lift off methods 4 , plasma etching 5 , or with under cutting performed through focused ion beam milling 6 , angled reactive ion etching 7 , or quasi-isotropic etching 8 . However these techniques are restricted to 2D geometries, and up to now device lengths of up to ∼100 µm. Recently, the versatile femtosecond laser microfabrication method was used to demonstrate buried 3D optical waveguides in diamond 9,10 , a key step towards a diamond photonics platform. However, for practical implementation of quantum information systems and high spatial resolution magnetometry devices, deterministic placement of NVs is required. The most widely used method to place NV centers in diamond relies on ion implantation followed by annealing 11, 12 .
This method offers submicron spatial accuracy and significant progress has been made in the development of annealing processes to repair unwanted damage to the lattice which can degrade the NV centers properties, especially for shallow centers 13, 14 In higher nitrogen content diamond, laser writing of high density NV ensembles within waveguides could enable robust excitation and collection of the fluorescence signal for spin based sensing [22] [23] [24] .
Waveguides were written in quantum grade diamond using a regeneratively amplified Yb:KGW system with 230 fs pulse duration, 515 nm wavelength and 500 kHz repetition rate, focussed with a 1.25 NA objective 25 . Figure 1 shows an overhead schematic (a) and optical microscope image (b) of the waveguide-NV optical device. Because focused femtosecond laser pulses yield amorphization and graphitization in crystalline diamond, the type II geometry Initial overhead photoluminescence (PL) characterization of the laser-written NV centers and their interaction with the waveguide was performed using a homebuilt confocal microscope (as shown in Fig. 2(a) , and described in detail in Supplementary Material 25 ). The setup allows for 532 nm laser excitation from overhead, focused through the microscope objective or through a butt-coupled single mode fiber coupled to the waveguide, while emitted light which is separated from the excitation using a dichroic beam splitter and interference filters can be detected and analyzed using single photon counting detectors, a spectrometer or a back-illuminated EMCCD from overhead or from the other end of the waveguide. An overhead PL confocal scan of the NV2 trial region (positioned as shown in Fig. 2(b) ) shows a bright spot corresponding to an NV center between the two bright laser modified lines. Two of the five static exposures in this study (NV2 and NV4) displayed such bright spots after annealing. The single NV formation probability at 28 nJ pulse energy including additional trials in other waveguides was 31 ± 9 % which is consistent with previous work 17 .
The alignment of the NV centers close to the center of the optical waveguide is important in order for them to be well coupled. We estimate that both NV2 and NV4 are ∼1 µm shallower than the center of laser-modified lines based on the confocal signal and hence the optical mode. We selected NV2 for waveguide coupling experiments as its lateral position (shifted by 0.7 ± 0.3 µm from the center of the waveguide, shown in Fig. 2(b) ) is better centered compared to NV4 (shifted by 0.9 ± 0.3 µm). The ∼1 µm shift of the NV2 and NV4
is larger than the maximum shifts of ∼600 nm reported previously 17 , which we attribute to the larger focal volume provided by our femtosecond beam delivery setup. All measurements reported below refer to NV2. Waveguide coupled excitation of the NV center is demonstrated in Fig. 3(b) and (c),
with collection of the NV center's emitted light through the overhead confocal microscope.
An overhead confocal collection scan of a small area around NV2 with waveguide excitation shows fluorescence from the expected NV position (Fig. 3(b) ). Verification is achieved by imaging the NV fluorescence with an EMCCD, which again shows emission located at the NV position (Fig. 3(c) ). The relatively modest detected photon count rate of ∼10 counts/s, above the background in Fig. 3(b) is expected given that the mode size of the waveguide (∼5.8 µm FWHM) is much larger than the focused spot from free space excitation 0.8 NA lens, (∼0.6 µm) resulting in a ∼0.01 theoretically estimated reduction in power density at the NV center (as compared to a 0.005 experimental estimate), in addition to coupling or waveguide losses before it reaches the NV center. Comparable count rates to the confocal microscope collection rate would be expected for similar power densities. An increase in the effective power density could be achieved by tailoring the refractive index profile of the written waveguide to achieve a smaller MFD, or more powerful excitation.
Further evidence of waveguide-NV coupling is shown in Fig. 3(d) where the NV center is excited from above through the confocal microscope's objective, while emission is collected through the optical waveguide. The waveguide output facet is imaged onto the EMCCD through a 0.42 NA objective and using flip mirror 2 (as shown in Fig. 2(a) ). The signal was filtered using a 650 nm long-pass filter, and corrected for any remaining background by subtracting the recorded signal when exciting the waveguide near the NV center. The signal to background ratio (excluding dark counts) is 0.7. The intensity distribution of the NV emission at the waveguide output ( Fig. 3(d) ) shows a similar size and shape as the output mode when coupling a 635 nm wavelength laser diode to the waveguide ( Fig. 1(c) ).
A theoretical estimate of the absolute coupling efficiency to the waveguide mode relative to the total emission yields 9 × 10 −4 . Thus the relative collection efficiency of the waveguide compared to the microscope is ∼0.03 (compared to an experimental estimate of 0.012).
An increase in this coupling efficiency would be expected for smaller MFD waveguides (see
In summary, we have demonstrated a millimeter length-scale integrated quantum photonic chip in diamond, fabricated entirely with femtosecond laser writing. The optical waveguides and static exposures to produce vacancies were fabricated in a single processing step, to within micron alignment. We verified through confocal microscopy that single NVs could be formed in quantum grade diamond at depths shallower than 30 µm without a SLM compensating for spherical aberration 17 .
Importantly, we showed that optical waveguides can be used to excite and collect light from single NVs. The relatively weak NV coupling to these ∼10 µm diameter waveguides do not allow for high photon collection efficiency required for quantum applications. 
I. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for the supporting content. This includes details on device fabrication, NV characterization, NV creation statistics, low temperature NV spectra, and theoretical and experimental estimates of waveguide NV coupling efficiency.
